Given a set Sofn sites (points), andadistance measure cl, the nearest neighbor searching problem, or post office problem, istobuild adatastructure sothatgiven a query point q, the site nearest to g can be found quickly. This paper gives data structures for this problem when the sites and queries are in a metric space. The data structures can be analyzed when the metric space satisfies a certain spherepacking bound. Onedata structure, denoted D(S), requires expected O(n)(lgn)O(lK 1gT(s)) time to build. Here 'Y(S) is the distance ratio of S, the ratio of the distance between the farthest pair of points in S to the distance between the closest pair. The constant factors in the bound depend on the sphere-packing bound. When the query pointqis arandom element of {q} uS, as for example when q and the points of S are randomly generated from a common distribution, then the query time is expected (lgn)O(lglgrfs)).
Introduction
This paper addresses algorithmic questions related to the post ofice problem:
Let V be a set, d adistancemeaeureon V, and (V, d) a metric space. Given a set S c V of n sites (points), build a data structure so that given a query point q E V, the nearest site to q can be found quickly.
Two data structures are given here for this problem. One data structure, kf(S, Q), requires an additional set Qofrrz points, taken to be representative of typical query points.
The data structure A4(S, Q) may fail to return a correct answer, but the failure probability can be made arbitrarily small. This decrease requires a proportional increase in query time and data structure space. Theotherdatastructure, D(S), always returns a correct answer, but its provable resource bounds are worse. The data structure &f(S, Q) haa been implemented, with some preliminary tests. For example, when the points of S, Q, and q are uniformly distributed in a square, and the distance measure is Euclidean (12), a version of the data structure giyes the correct answer 90% of the time, and on average .15 sites are closer than the returned site. For this version, searching requires about 34 distance evaluations for ISI =2000, andthespace required is about 10 bytes/site. Note that the algorithm uses the distance measure as a "blackbox."
With 4000 similarly distributed points in R20, an average search time of 325 distance evaluations gives a site for which about 2.5 sites are closer, on average.
The provable bounds require some general conditions on the data, and on the metric space. The failure probability bounds hold for M(S, Q) when q is a random element of Q U {q}; the bounds on the query time hold when Q, S, and {q} are random subsets of Q U S U {q}. This condition is satisfied when Q, S, and {q} are random subsets of some U C V, or when the points in these sets are generated by random, independent random variates with the same probability distribution. (The probability distribution is arbitrary; in particular, it is not necessarily uniform. )
The proofs of the bounds also require that the metric spaces have certain nearest neighbor packing bounds, which are implied by sphere-packing bounds; such properties are described in $3.3. In particular, Rk has these properties under LP metrics. The constants associated with these prop erties appear in the the bounds for the algorithms, and are in general exponential in k.
Some of the provable bounds also involve the distance ratio T(T), which for a set T C V is the ratio of the distance between the farthest pair of points in T to the closest pair in T. The quantity T(S) appears in bounds for D(S), and the quantity T(S U Q) appears in bounds for M(S, Q). The dependence is relatively mild, generally O(log T)o(l), and
O(I), imPIYing
that "all logs are the rough relation 'Y = n equal," is reasonable in practice.
In the course of building D(S), the all-nearest-neighbor problem is solved: this is the problem of finding, for each site, the nearest other site. The algorithm given here solves the all-nearest-neighbors problem in
O(n)(lgrz) o[Iglg T(s))
(1) expected time; suppressed here is the dependence on the sphere-packing bounds for the metric space. Algorithms for the all-nearest-neighbor problem requiring O(nlogn) time have long been known for Rk [Cla83, Vai89] , but this is the first algorithm with near-linear bounds that uses the distance measure alone; in particular, it does not use quadtrees or quadtree-like spatial subdivisions as in previous work. The expected preprocessing time required for the data structure A4(S, Q) is the same as (1) above, except that T term is T(.S u Q).
Why metric spaces?
Recall The approach taken here is to find algorithms that can be applied to general metric spaces, but that have provable properties for important special cases. There are several reasons for considering the nearest neighbor problem in this generality. While closest-point problems have applications in statistics, data compression, information retrieval, and other areaa, many such applications are in a high-dimensional setting, for which almost all known solutions either give a slowdown over the naive algorithm, or use too much space. On the other hand, high dimensional data often has useful structure. It mav lie in a lowerdimensional hyperplane or flat, or manifol~, for example. Still, such structure is not always readily apparent, as when the data lies in a manifold that isn't flat, or has fractal properties [FC96] . Hence it is desirable to seek algorithms whose complexity does not depend strictly on the dimension, or on using most coordinates, but rather on intrinsic properties of the data.
There are other reasons to consider general metric spaces: some distance measures are not applied to spaces with real coordinates, such aa edit distance on strings. Moreover, some spaces of sites and queries have coordinates that are restricted to small sets, so that intuitions or constructions from Euclidean space are not necessarily helpful. If all coordinates are O or 1, then distance evaluations between points are faster on real machines, using bit-twiddling, than other coordinate-wise operations. An algorithm that uses the distance measure, and only as a "black box," will probably not be too complicated: there are no operations on which such complexity can depend. Finally, from a theoretical point of view, it seems reasonable to strip the problem down to its essentials, and find the minimal properties needed for fast algorithms.
Algorithms operating in general metric spaces have been considered for some time, [FS82] and there are some more recent contributions as well. [Bri95, Uh191, Yia93] Most of the proposed data structures are trees, and some are variations on the kd-tree, perhaps the most important practical method for nearest neighbor searching in Rk, for small dimension k. The data structure D(S) uses divide-andconquer in a somewhat similar way; in contrast, the data structure A4(S, Q) is somewhat akin to a skip list.
Why Q?
The need for the set Q for data structure M(S, Q) contrasts unfavorably with most earlier work on the post office problem, where there is no such limitation.
Also, the analysis requirement that q have the same distribution as Q and S is restrictive. However, in some significant applications, such as vector quantization or nearest neighbor classification, the queries have the same or similar distribution as the sites, and so the set Q is simply more training data. In other cases, say for coordinate spaces, the representative queries that are needed can be at the least be generated uniformly within a region containing the sites. Also, such a set Q is available in a "deferred data structuring" setting [MR86] . Here no preprocessing is done, and a single query is answered with the naive algorithm. As more queries are answered, however, the set Q is built up, and the data structures described here can be used to speed up subsequent queries, under the assumption that future queries have a similar distribution to past ones.
Outline
The next section describes &f(S, Q), and gives failure probability, query time, and space analyses. Section 4 gives the data structure D(S), and $5 shows how to build III(S, Q) using D(S) and related construct ions.
3 Data structure A4(S, Q)
The data structure
We first need some definitions. Here (Z, d) can be taken to be a finite metric space whose points are a subset of some larger, possibly infinite, space. 
Construction
of &f(S, Q). The data structure M(S, Q) for nearest neighbor searching is, for each site pi E S, a list of sites Dj.
The data structure is built by maintaining a random subset R of the sites S, and adding sites to it one by one, preserving randomness. To do this, it suffices to shuffle the sites using a random permutation, and number them in the order of that random permutation, so that RI s {pl ., . pi } is a random subset of the sites for each i. This numbering is fixed in the following discussion. The query time and the probability of returning the correct nearest site increase with K and -y. There are two uses of randomness here: for picking Ri, and for picking Q,. The use of random subsets of the sites is similar to its use in some other randomized geometric algorithms [Mu193, Cla92] , and helps to speed up the answering of queries. The random subset Q; (and Q), on the other hand, serves aa a proxy for members of some universe of queries U, and aids correctness; intuitively, any possible query point q' will have a member q of Q, not too far away, and hence a site nearest to q' will be near to q. A variant of this data structure has been implemented and tested on artificial and practical data. These results will be reported elsewhere.
Failure probability analysis
The following bound on the failure probability holds without any conditions on the metric space.
Theorem
1 Suppose Q and q are such that q is a r-andom element of Q u {q}. Assume Kn < m = n O(l). 1/ A4(S, Q) is built with -y = 3, then the probability that it fails to return the nearest site to q in S is 0(log2 n)/K.
The theorem depends on the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 Suppose V is a metric space, with x, y, y' E V, and with d(z, g) < d(z, y'). Then any site z with d(z, y) < d(z, y) has d(z, y') s 3d(z, y').
That is, suppose z is nearest to y and y' in some set. If z is nearer to y than z, then z is a 3-nearest neighbor to y'. The point g' "dominates" y, in a sense.
PROOF.
Since V is a metric space,
•1 Lemma 2 Dejine Q; s Q~U {q}.
Assume Kn < m = no(l) With probability 1 -l/n2, for every q' E Q;, the number of sites closer to q' than its nearest neighbor in Ri is~~O(log n)n/2.
The set Q; is fixed with respect to the random choice of R,. Suppose q' c Q; and p E S are such that there are k points of S closer to q' than p is. The probability that p E R, and also that p is the closest site in R, to q' is no more than
Since the number of such pairs p and q' is no more than (Ki+ I)(n-k) < mn, the claim follows fork >~= (3 In n+ lnm)(n -1)
(of Theorem 1.) Let q be a random query point.
Consider the construction of the data structure when point pi+l is added to make R,+l, and pi+l is possibly added to some D] lists. Suppose that pj is closest to q in R,, but
Pi+l is closer. Then the query procedure should change the candidate closest site from p] to pi+l, but the procedure is not certain to do so if pi+l is not in Dj. Conversely, if such appropriate entries in the Dj lists are present, for each~with 1~j~n, then the query for q will be answered correctly.
This implies that the probability that the construction fails to produce a data structure that answers a query correctly is no more than the sum over i, for i = O. . n -1, of the probability that a failure occurs when p,+l is added.
Thus we seek an upper bound on the probability that, when pt+l is added:
1. p,+l is closer to q than its previous closest site p,, and 2. there is no point v E Qi that haa pj as nearest neighbor in R, and p,+ 1 as~-nearest neighbor in R,+ 1.
Let Q; = Q, U {q}. For each pk E Ri, let Uk be the point in Q: has pk as nearest neighbor in R;, and that has maximum distance to pk among all points in Q: with pk as nearest neighbor.
If q haa nearest neighbor pj in Ra, but q # vj, thenfrom Lemma 1 above, we have p,+ 1 a 3-nearest neighbor to vj when pl+ 1 is nearer to q thanPj; thus condition (2) cannot hold. (Put y' = U3, Y = q, z = PJ, z = p,+l in the lemma. ) To bound the probability that q = V3 for some j, use the condition of the theorem that q is random element of Q;. The probability that a random element of Q; is one of the i points vj is and so the probability of (2) is at most l/K.
If some q' c Q; haa more than K sites closer to it than its nearest neighbor in Ri, consider the addition of pi+ 1 a failure; this occurs with probability l/n2, by Lemma 2. Suppose that the addition of pi+l is not a failure for this reason, so that every q'~Q: has fewer than~sites closer to it than its nearest neighbor in Ri. The probability of (1) is then K/n, for q any member of Q:, and so the probability of failure when adding pi+ 1 is at most l/n2 +~~= O(logn)/iK, for i > O; using the trivial bound for small i, and adding this for i = 1 . . . n bounds the overall failure probability at O(log' n)/K.
•1
A similar bound holds when -y < 3, but seems to require an assumption about the metric space, which can be expressed using the following definition. The necessary assumption is:
Definition: Bounded~-covering. Say that a metric space V has the bounded V-covering property if there is a value CT such that if for any a E V and Q c V, there is a set Q c Q of size no more than CT, such that for every b E Q, there is c E Q such that c -y-covers b.
For any metric space, C's = 1. Also:
Lemma 3 The spaces Rk with LP metrics have the bounded -y-covering property.
PROOF.
(Sketch) Construct a fan of narrow cones around a, and make Q comprise all q G Q such that q is farthest m a among all members of Q in the cone containing
q. u
The value C7 is, in general, exponential in the dimension k. However, it may be that for specific points sets, the C'7 for that set may be much smaller than a worst-case, general bound for Rk.
Theorem 2 Suppose Q and queries q are such that q is a random element of Q U {q}. Assume Kn~m = n 0(1) . sup. pose the data structure is built for some value of-y. Then the probability that the data structure. fails to return the nearest site in S is 0(C7 log2 n)/K.
PROOF.
The proof follows exactly as for Theorem 1, except for the probability of (2), that is, the probability that no member of Qi -y-covers q. Here the number of members of Q; needed to~-cover all members of Q; is C? i, rather than just i, and so that probability that (2) holds is CTi/(Ki + 1) < C,/K. u
Nearest neighbor packing bounds
This section will give the packing assumptions needed to prove bounds on the query time, and resource bounds for preprocessing. The properties described in this section hold for LP spaces
The packing properties are not used in the data structures, however, but in their anaIysis.
Definition: Nearest Neighbor Packing. Say that metric space (V, d) satisfies a nearest neighbor packing bound if there is a constant Ill such that for alla c V and any R C V, the number of b E R such that a is a nearest neighbor of b in R U {a} k no more than HI.
Lemma 4
The LP spaces satisfy the Nearest Neighbor Packing condition.
PROOF.
Omitted. A construction using a fan of narrow cones about a can be used.
u
We next generalize these ideas to~-nearest neighbors. For the purpose of analyzing the algorithms given here, it would be ideal if a point a was~-nearest neighbor to a constant number of points. Unfortunately, this may not be
-nearest neighbor to many points, then those points must be at a wide range of distances from a. u Lemma 6 The LP spaces satisfy a sphere-packing condition, and so a~-nearest neighbor packing condition.
PROOF.
Omitted.
u
The following technical lemma will be useful.
Lemma 7 For z,y q V and W C V,
That is, we can cheat in the quantity v(), and not pay too much.
PROOF.
Omitted. Then the ezpected work in answering a query for point q using M(S, Q), given that the reiurned answer is correct, is where T s T(S U Q).
The work done in answering a query is proportional to the number of members of 'Dj lists that are considered in the search. When adding site pi+ 1 to make R,+ 1, an entry is made for Pi+l that will result in work for a query point q when there is y E R, and q' E Qi such that the following hold:
1. y is nearest to q in Ri;
y is nearest to q' in Ri;

p,+l
is -y-nearest to q' in Ri+l.
We can view the choosing of Qi, R,, and q in a few steps: choose a random subset Q' s Q, U R, U {q} C Q U S U {q}, then choose Ri as an i-element random subset of Q', then choose q as a random element of Q' \ Ri.
Given the set Q', we will determine the expected number of configurations of points q', q", and y such that the above conditions (2) and (3) hold, with condition (1) replaced by the condition (1') q" E Q' \ Ri has y as nearest in R,, with q" # q'.
That is, we'll replace the particular query point q by a "free variable" q", then later consider the probability that q is a given point q".
Suppose~is the set of all configurations of points~= (q', q", Y) with q', q", Y E Q'suchthat/ # d', anrf
The latter implies that (3) is satisfied when y is nearest to q' in R,+I. For given r E F, let M, be the set of points of Q' that are closer to q" than y is, or closer to q' than y is, and let m. be the size of that set. Then, for a random choice of Ri from Q', we seek
Here X is the expected number of configurations in 3 with conditions (1 '), (2), and (3) satisfied. The probability in the sum defining X is
The numerator counts the number of ways of choosing the i -1 elements of R, left to be chosen from among the IQ' I -3 -m. that are not q', q", or y, and are not in lvf~. Now consider the quantity Y, defined like X but with the conditions that q' and q" are in Q' \ R~replaced by the conditions that they are in R,. In this case since Y counts the number of qi E Ri with p,+l as T-nearest in R,, times the number of q" E R, whose nearest neighbor y in R, is nearest to q' in R,.
Moreover, the probability in the sum defining Y analogous to (2) is (lQ'l::;m.)
The difference from the summand for X is that here, the points y, q', and q" must be in Ri, reducing the numerator. From these relations, and using the binomial identity (:) = :(:::) we readily obtain
for i > 2. Finally, we consider the probability that, from among the Ki + 1 members of Q' \ R,, we choose a member q" of a particular configuration to be a query point. The probability of this is l/(~i + 1), and so the expected work done for a given point pi+l and a random query is bounded for i > 5. (Here we've used the bound T > v(P,+l, R ), which isn't strictly correct, since q might be in R,. However, Lemma 7 implies that effect of a single point on rJ(p,+l, Ri) can be ignored. ) Summing for i = 6 . . . n, using the bound of i for i < 6, gives the result. 
Space bounds for M(S, Q)
The following lemma is needed for proving space bounds, and for proving bounds on the preprocessing time.
Lemma 8 Suppose (V, d) satisfies a sphere-packing condition. Let T C V of size n, with distance ratio T z T(T). For R a random subset of T of size i, p E T \ R, and fixed > 1, the ezpected number of q E T with p as~-nearest neighbor in R is
O(HO,Y)n/i = 0(S28 log T)n/i.
PROOF.
The proof is similar to those of Theorems 1 and 3.
Let 7 be the set of ordered pairs of sites~~(q, q') with q, q' E T, q # q', and such that (i(p, q) < @d(q, q').
Let Mr be the set of sites closer to q than q', and let mr be the size of M,. We are interested in the quantity
The summand is (n-l:; -' )/(~) C~rlsider the analogous sum Here the summand is ('-i~~-2) / (~), and Y is bounded by f16,~. Comparing the summands, the main result follows. The last equality in the lemma statement is from Lemma 5.
u
The following lemma will be helpful later.
Lemma 9 For random g E S, the expected number of~-nearest neighbors of q is PROOF.
From Lemma 8, for each p E R the number of q E S with p as a~-nearest neighbor is~(f'f~,Yn/i).
Multiplying by i, the number of such p, and dividing by n, the number of such q, gives the result. The last equality in the lemma statement is from Lemma 5. This section will describe another approach to the post office problem, in this same setting, but with some differences: the algorithm always returns the correct answer, and does not require Q, but requires somewhat more space and query time.
The algorithm can be analyzed in the exchangeable distribution context, where a query point q is a random element of {q} U S.
The algorithm uses a divide-and-conquer scheme apparently somewhat like Brin's 
Preprocessing.
Given a set of n sites S c V, the data structure D(S) is built as follows: take a random subset R of S. Recursively build the data structure D(R) for R, and then find, for p E S \ R, its nearest neighbor in R. Let S: denote the sites that have a c R as nearest neighbor. For convenience of analysis, the construction w-ill use ram dom subsets of size rk -nljz~~1 at recursion depth k, and terminate the recursion at k = /n~~lg Ig rz~(For a set T at depth k. the construction of the data structures D(S~), and the construction of D(R) for the random subset R of T. are at depth k + 1.) The recursion bottoms out by simply storing the sites in a list, at recursion depth /n, or when the set has fewer than some constant number of members.
Answering
Queries.
To find the nearest site to a point q,
use the data structure D(R) to find the nearest neighbor a of q in R. Next find the 3-nearest neighbors of q in R as in the preprocessing.
For each b that is 3-nearest neighbor to q in R, recursively search D(S~) for the closest site in S~to q. Return the closest site found by all such searches.
The recursion bottoms out by searching the list of sites in linear time.
There are a few correctness conditions to verify.
Theorem 5
The query and preprocessing algorithms find all 3-nearest neighbors of q and of sites in S \ R The query procedure returns the closest site in S to q. d(a, c) s d(b, c) s d(b, q) + d(q, c) s 2d(b, q) implies that
d(a, q) < d(a, c) + d(c, q) < 3d(b, q).
Hence the nearest neighbor a to c is 3-nearest neighbor to q, and the query procedure will find c when recursively searching S:. u Rather than store La as a sorted list, as described above, it is enough to store the entries in a heap. With appropriate heap ordering relations, all members of La at a distance closer than a value X can be found in constant time per reported member, using a recursive traversal of the heap, just as for sorted lists. The heaps for sites a c R can be built in constant time per entry, however, unlike sorted lists; this might be a bit faster in practice, and simplifies the analysis.
Lemma 10
The expected size of a set of sites considered at depth k is 0(113 )kn1i2k. ( 1'.d) is a metric space sutlsfyzng a  -y-nearest neighbor packtng condition, and S C I' is a set oñ sites. Suppose q M a random element of {q} U S. Then the ezpected time to find the closest site in S to q using D(S) is
asn~cm.
PROOF.
Consider thequery procedure foraset Tat depth k in the recursion.
Let Z(k) denote the expected time for the query procedure applied to a set at depth k, so that the expected time overall is Z(0).
Let R be the random subset of T used at that step. The set T is a random subset of S, subject to the 3-nearest neighbor conditions used in passing down the recursion. Since gisarandom element of{q} US, and subject to the same 3-nearest neighbor conditions to be more difficult to analyze, and still seems artificial: why not use a constant sample size, or n/2? A smaller sample size would have an even bigger blowup in cost, due to the imperfect nature of the divide-and-conquer scheme used. A larger sample size runs into the apparent need for 0(r2) space, to hold the lists .La that are used to find 3-nearest neighbors.
While the choice of r is not tuned to be best possible, it seems close to the only alternative with the ideas available.
In Rk space, the expected query time takes the form o(k)+ lglg T (lg n)
4.2~-queries and inverse queries
The data structure can be extended in two ways that will be helpful in preprocessing for the Monte-Carlo data structure of $3.1. The first extension is to allow finding all -y-nearest neighbors of a query point, not just the nearest neighbors.
The other extension is to allow queries, for a point p and subset R c T, that returns sites z E T \ R for which p is -pnearest to z in R.
We only sketch here the straight-forward extension to build a data structure D7 (S) that allows~-nearest neighbor queries; the change is basically to replace Given random R c T, it is possible to build a data structure for inverse neighbor queries: given point p, quickly find all q E T \ R such that p is a -y-nearest neighbor to q in {p} u R.
One approach is the following: build the data structure 121+7 (R), and use it to find the nearest neighbor, and all (1 + -y)-nearest neighbors, in R of all q E T \ R. For each l+Y of~that have c as ( 1 + T)-nearest c E R, find the sets T= neighbor in R, and the analogous set T:. Store these sets in heaps, so that all q in them with d(q, c) greater than some value can be found in constant time per Q.
With this preprocessing, for given p, find its (1 + -y)-nearest neighbors in R, including its nearest neighbor a. This completes the query procedure.
In the procedure, suppose a is nearest to p, b is nearest to q, and p is a y-nearest neighbor of q, Then if The data structure &f(S, Q), with parameter -y, can be built in roughly the same time as Dl+v (S U Q), using the inverse nearest neighbor query algorithm just above. For m = O. . [lg nl, answer inverse -y-nearest neighbor queries for each p~Rzrn \ R2~-1, finding the points in QZM that have p as -y-nearest in R2~-1. In the construction described in $3.1, it's sufficient to know, when pi is added, the set of q E Qi that have it as~-nearest neighbor in R,. However, the sets returned by the above queries will contain the needed q's: if p is~-nearest to Q at some time, it was -nearest before that time.
The following theorem is thus a consequence of Theorem 12. 
Conclusions
This paper has shown that nearest neighbor problems can be solved efficiently, even when no information about the distance measure is given explicitly. Versions of some of the algorithms given here have been implemented, with promising results. These results will be reported elsewhere.
It is worth noting that the failure probability analysis and query time analysis do not depend on the triangle inequality, but only the -y-packing and sphere-packing properties, and there could be (V, d) which is not even a metric space, but for which these results hold, or for which the algorithms are effective in practice.
Theorem
11 The inverse neighbor procedure finds all q with P V-nearest in {p} u R.
